
AFTER THE RIBBON IS CUT: 

Maintain It!

When I read the March 2014 ITE Journal article, “The Great Streets 

Movement: Identifying How to Make Our Streets Great,” I was struck by 

the American Planning Association’s (APA) twelve “Characteristics of a 

Great Street.”1

comprehensive, integrated, inter-connected transportation corridors 
that are safe and accessible for all people. Complete Streets provides 
for active transportation such as walking and bicycling, transportation 
choices, and increased access to major activity centers and residential 
areas. According to Acting Street Transportation Director, Ray 
Dovalina, the goal for the City’s Complete Streets Program is to address 
existing and future transportation corridors in a comprehensive 
manner within the city. The initiative will include the creation of an 
ordinance, a policy, guidelines, and standards that direct infrastructure 
projects in addressing Complete Streets concepts. The program will 
help guide projects initiated by both the City and private developers. 
In addition, the Complete Streets effort, led by Mark Melnychenko, 
special projects administrator, has also coordinated closely with 
the Bike Master Plan, Bike Share Program, the Downtown Phoenix 
Comprehensive Transportation Study, Reinvent Phoenix, and PlnPhx, 
all working towards the goal of designing livable streets for all trans-
portation modes and providing travel options for the public. 

The 11th characteristic of a Great Street—“Is well maintained and 
capable of being maintained without excessive costs”—was of 
particular interest to me. My division of the Street Transportation 
Department in Phoenix, AZ, USA oversees roadway maintenance for 
more than 5,000 miles of Phoenix streets, so maintenance is my daily 
priority. This article addresses some of the Great Street characteris-
tics, with an emphasis on “Maintenance,” a function of sustainability.

Since most ITE members deal with the traffic and trans-
portation impacts of Great Streets, Complete Streets, and other 
movements supporting multimodal features, knowing the 
background and implementation process is often more valuable 
than the issues of sustainability. Yet as these features move from 
concept to implementation, sustainability through anticipated 
maintenance is key to making Complete and Great Streets projects 
endure long past their ribbon cuttings. 

In Phoenix, our Complete Streets movement supports the City’s 
vision for a more sustainable transportation system by developing 
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Showcasing Complete Streets
From October 27–29, 2013 Phoenix hosted the Regional National 
Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) Conference 
as part of its Designing Cities: Leading the Way to World Class 
Streets Initiative. The conference brought together national and 
local leaders in transportation planning and design to discuss 
pressing issues in the development of Complete Streets and how 
this reinvestment will improve mobility, safety, and economic 
development. With the NACTO Urban Street Design Guide 
publication just released, it was an opportunity to showcase 
Phoenix and the recent strides we were making toward Complete 
Streets—which might not quite fit all the characteristics of APA’s 
Great Streets, but much progress is being made. To demonstrate 
Complete Streets principles, improvements were made to complete 
the Greening Lower Grand Avenue and First Street demonstration 
projects in downtown Phoenix prior to the NACTO Conference. 

Greening Lower Grand Avenue
On August 31, 2011, Phoenix City Council authorized staff to 
apply for a Greening America’s Capitals grant and accept technical 
assistance from the Environment Protection Agency (EPA) for the 
development of design schematics for the Grand Avenue improve-
ments. In September 2011, the EPA selected the City of Phoenix 
to receive design assistance for a revitalization project on Grand 
Avenue. The EPA worked with the Parks and Recreation Department, 
Street Transportation Department, Office of Arts and Culture, and 
the Grand Avenue Merchants Association (GAMA) to hire a local 
consultant and study the corridor. After discussing various revitaliza-
tion projects with GAMA, Shane Silsby, the former deputy director 
over the planning, design, and programming division, offered to 
partner with the merchants association and use Grand Avenue 
as a demonstration project. The project, labeled “Greening Lower 

Grand Avenue: A Demonstration Project Along Grand Avenue” was 
conceived and nurtured to help attract a diverse clientele of all ages 
mirroring “First Friday” event-goers. 

The Greening Lower Grand Avenue project is focused on 
developing a streetscape design that uses these techniques to make 
Lower Grand Avenue more sustainable by:
1. Engaging the public; 
2. Encouraging community events; 
3. Enhancing economic development opportunities;
4. Supporting existing businesses (through visibility, parking, etc.); 
5. Providing a variety of mobility choices (bicycle, pedestrian, etc.);
6. Reducing storm water runoff and increasing recharge areas 

(future); 
7. Contributing to a reduction of the “Urban Heat Island”; and 
8. Developing a model for streetscape design and community outreach. 

Community Involvement
A three-day community design workshop was conducted to develop 
a long-range revitalization plan for Grand Avenue from 7th Avenue 
and Van Buren to the I-10 freeway. This historic corridor is home to a 
mix of artists and industrial businesses in a transition zone from the 
high speed US-60 highway. The community design workshop was a 
transparent process that allowed the public to get directly involved in 
the design process. More than 200 residents participated in the process 
with more than 100 residents in attendance at the kick off meeting.

The major concerns that the community expressed were high 
traffic speeds, the lack of on-street parking, and the lack of bike lanes. 
One of the proposals was to reconfigure the travel lanes on Grand 
Avenue to provide additional areas for parking, bike lanes, and 
pedestrians. Parallel curb parking was allowed for several years, but 
only in the off-peak hours which was confusing for most merchants 
and their patrons. The design focused on enhancing the pedestrian 
environment through the potential incorporation of mid-block 
crossings, artistic way-finding, and enhanced landscaping that may 
incorporate future water harvesting capabilities.An aerial view of Grand Avenue in Phoenix, AZ, USA.

Grand Avenue is a multimodal gateway to downtown Phoenix, AZ, USA 
for autos, bicycles, pedestrians, and transit riders.
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Why a Demonstration Project?
The selected design reconfigured the travel lanes on Grand Avenue 
to provide additional organized areas for parking, bike lanes, 
and pedestrians. The full permanent implementation of this plan 
required significant reconstruction, a “road diet,” and generated 
significant cost impacts that were not budgeted. However, GAMA 
expressed a desire to see some portion of the project advanced 
sooner. In response, the City of Phoenix was able to contract with 
Dibble Engineering to allow Christine Fanchi, to be on loan, 
and directed her to work with other staff members to develop 
and implement a plan to install basic treatments that provided a 
demonstration of the desired elements from the plan and utilized 
Complete Streets strategies along the corridor.

Traffic Analysis
Traffic volumes on Grand Avenue within the project limits were 
roughly 12,000 vehicles per day (with 6,000 vehicles in the northwest 
bound direction and 6,000 vehicles in the southwest bound direction) 
with a posted speed limit of 35 miles per hour. On average, one 
lane of traffic can carry approximately 10,000 vehicles per lane per 
day. With two through lanes on Grand Avenue, the new capacity 
would be 20,000 vehicles per day after the demonstration project 
is implemented. Grand Avenue is a high commuter corridor so the 
driver expectancy is focused on throughput; however, the corridor can 
still accommodate current traffic volumes but in a more organized 
fashion and at more appropriate speeds. Alternate routes from Grand 
Avenue at the end of US-60 are south on 19th Avenue to the Capitol 
Mall area and east on McDowell Road to the Central Avenue corridor.

Planters on Grand Avenue 
Part of the Grand Avenue redesign included adding 50-plus planters 
along the street. Initially, they were blank canvases—but not for long. 
Beatrice Moore and Laurie Carmody, with GAMA’s approval, issued 
a call to local artists interested in giving the planters more character, 
with the goal of having the planters’ artwork completed in time for Art 

Detour 2014, which took place in March. The planters were purchased 
with money from the Greening America’s Capital grant. Artists have 
adopted the planters and transformed them into pieces of artwork. 

The City of Phoenix took responsibility of maintaining the 
planters for six months from the date of completion; after that 
timeframe, the community becomes responsible for the plants and 
subsequent planter maintenance. GAMA formed a subcommittee to 
help facilitate this transition to community maintenance, including 
the beautification process. Many residents and visitors have been 
amazed to see the evolution of Grand Avenue since the Greening 
America’s Capitals project concluded. Several new businesses have 
opened up. Coffee shops, bars, restaurants, design firms, galleries and 
various other businesses are starting to pop up in the old buildings.

Cutting the Ribbon
The Grand Avenue demonstration project was completed by October 
19, 2013. Since the majority of the treatments were temporary in 
nature, this provided an opportunity for input on the refinement 
of elements or roadway layouts prior to full implementation. On 
Saturday, October 15, 2013, the ceremonial ribbon was cut to dedicate 
the new bike lane demonstration project along Grand Avenue from 
Van Buren/7th Avenue to Roosevelt/15th Avenue. The event was held 
in front of Bragg’s Pie Factory, a landmark on the National Register 
of Historic Buildings along Grand Avenue, with Phoenix City 
Councilpersons, GAMA representatives, city staff (including me), 
and hundreds of community members and media everywhere—all 
celebrating the success of the project and the 5th Annual Grand 
Avenue Festival. During the event, the adjacent small businesses and 
art spaces along this unique and historic travel corridor hosted tours 
of vintage commercial buildings and interesting adaptive re-use 
projects. Displays of art exhibits, performances and music, along 
with other special activities all helped showcase the history of this 
distinctive area as the gateway to downtown Phoenix.

Maintenance Begins!
After the ribbon was cut, the confetti swept away, and interviews 
and photos put in the paper, it was time for Street Maintenance 
to take over. Sustaining the beauty and functionality of the right 
of way comes in many shapes and sizes. Maintenance includes: 
replacement of elements, pavement restoration, sweeping by hand 
or machine, and unwanted vegetation removal. Maintenance is 
a community effort—a partnership. The City of Phoenix values 
collaborating with property and business owners to ensure that the 
integrity of the right of way is intact.

Foremost, “whose maintenance responsibility is it?” needs to 
be determined. The Street Maintenance Division plays an intricate 
role in design and development at a conceptual level. The City of 
Phoenix utilizes maps and ordinances to clearly identify private 
property versus public property within the street right of way Greening lower Grand Avenue with artistic flare from local artists.
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AND assign maintenance responsibility even when it is within the 
street, such as the new elements along Grand Avenue. Immediate 
questions from city maintenance staff revolved around watering 
the plants within the pots, sweeping the new parking lane adjacent 
to the curb with huge motor brooms, keeping bike lanes green, and 
positioning and repositioning planters—all of these needs provided 
challenges with our limited resources. Complete/Great Streets are 
great for businesses; however, it is imperative that the maintenance 
or longevity of the street be considered when it is being designed. 

Some of the lessons learned from the Grand Avenue Corridor 
included:
 Keeping planters out of the street sweepers’ path, if at all possible;
 Filling planters with drought-tolerant plants and use a drip or 

bladder watering system;
 Not using chip seal or slurry chips in the travel lanes (they end 

up in the adjacent bike lanes, parking lanes, sidewalks), and;
 Getting signed long-term Maintenance Agreements between 

adjacent property owners and/or merchants and the public agency 
responsible for sweeping around planters or street furniture in the 
public right of way, and for plant-watering responsibilities.

Before the project began, the City did consider maintenance within 
the right of way and made agreements to include:

  City contract that included six months of watering and 
maintenance of planters to establish plantings. (GAMA has 
a streetscape committee which coordinates the watering and 
maintenance of planters staring in May 2014), and;

 GAMA members “adopting” portions of the parking/planter 
area to sweep on a bi-monthly basis. The community members 
come together on weekends to sweep the area together and build 
community pride. (On a weekly schedule, Street Maintenance 
crews also hand-sweep sections between the planters and along 
the gutters)

1st Street: Washington Street to Moreland Street
Now to move into the core of downtown Phoenix:

In 2008, 1st Street was part of a downtown study, The 
Connected Oasis Plan. This study identified the 1st Street corridor 
as a pedestrian route connecting the downtown venues to light 
rail to the Margaret T. Hance Park. Additionally, the First Street 
Streetscape Study was completed by Gavan & Barker, Inc. in 2012 
to determine the look and feel of this corridor as part of the greater 
downtown strategy and to place a higher priority on enhancing 
the attractiveness of downtown streets and the livability of the 
downtown area as development increases.2

Urban design treatments included narrower lanes, parking 
configuration, and landscape plantings. This project was led by one 
of the City’s landscape architects, Gail Brinkmann, who served as 
the project manager and worked with Gavan & Barker to develop 
the plan for the ultimate improvements along 1st Street from 
Fillmore Street to McKinley Street. In the summer of 2013, the City 
of Phoenix staff implemented this design using interim strategies 
along 1st Street from Washington Street to Moreland Street and 
completed it by mid-October 2013. 

The Gavan & Barker Concept Plan transforms the 1st Street 
streetscape by providing a local identity owned by the downtown 
community. The Plan encourages growth and sustainability of 
business activity within the area. 

The objectives were to:
 Improve the quality of the public domain and environment;
 Strengthen community identity by fostering a “Sense of Place” 

and respect for culture;
 Strengthen civic pride;

Street Maintenance Laborers Rick Villarreal and Carlos Guevara sweeping 
between planters and along a gutter.

Water harvesting in the desert along 1st Street in Phoenix, AZ, USA.
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 Enhance business opportunities, especially dining and 
entertainment;

 Meet the goal of creating a pedestrian street, by designing 
streetscape to reflect a pedestrian-friendly environment;

 Engage the community in the process of change; and
 Act as a catalyst in the revitalization of 1st Street.

The plan’s design for sustainability integrated elements that 
addressed the long-term, well-being of the environmental, 
economic, and social dimensions of the streetscape to:

 Collaborate across agencies in testing new materials so that 
streets are constructed in an environmentally sound way;

 Minimize impermeable surfaces and maximize vegetation on 
streets. Street designs should use stormwater source controls and 
other best managment practices wherever possible;

 Enhance the conditions for health and long-term viability of 
vegetation;

 Reduce the heat absorption of streets by maximizing the tree 
canopy and using paving materials with high Solar Reflectance 
Index values when possible;

 Reduce maintenance and accommodate the ease of repair so that 
the streetscape design remains intact as adjacent areas develop, and;

 Design a plan that is implementable by both the public and 
private domain in terms of design flexibility, material avail-
ability, and maintenance costs, while maintaining the original 
character so that the streetscape enhances the long-term 
economic vitatlity of the area.

Many large cities are implementing interim/temporary design and 
construction efforts around the country and are using temporary 
materials, planters, and striping with much success. These projects 
attain community goals of traffic calming, pedestrian buffer zones, 
and additional landscape/color at a fraction of the long-term 
investment. The City of Phoenix noted the opportunity to try 

some of these new techniques on a corridor that had a history of 
community engagement and the promise of investment, but lacked 
the appropriate funding to complete ultimate improvements in 
the near-term future. These improvements were implemented on a 
quick timeline as a demonstration project. This project gave stake-
holders the opportunity to try a new configuration and improve the 
ultimate design for the future. 

The City of Phoenix partnered with the Downtown Phoenix 
Partnership to complete these improvements in a timely manner. The 
roadway improvements incorporated the stakeholders’ recommenda-
tions, which included a linear layout on the west side of 1st Street with 
angled parking, and on the east side with parallel parking, as well as a 

1st Street connecting pedestrians to the downtown Phoenix core. 1st Street connecting to the downtown Arizona State University campus.
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Items to Consider in a Standard 
Maintenance Agreement: 
1. Identify if commercial or residential encroachment is in the 

public right of way;

2. Identify type and location of proposed encroachment (attach 
detailed drawings with location);

3. Mark utility locations, if applicable;

4. Require some form of indemnity regarding negligence and 
insurance requirements;

5. Include a deadline for failure to act after notification before 
the City forces begin standard repair, and;

6. Include an emergency clause to allow the City to replace 
damaged elements with standard materials.

Sample City of Phoenix “Maintenance Agreement Requirements” 
documents may be obtained by contacting the author.
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balanced sidewalk along the street frontage with the character of the 
streetscape plan. Narrowing our street widths to improve safety for 
pedestrians and improve walkability is a priority. Another priority 
is to balance the need for parking with the use of alternate modes to 
include light rail, biking, and pedestrians.

No parking capacity was removed as part of these improve-
ments. The painted extension of the curb line utilized in the interim 
design was intended to be an extension of the pedestrian space. In 
order to make that more apparent to drivers, this area was painted 
purple in the spirit of downtown. Some called it the “Phoenix 
Suns” purple while others called it downtown purple to match the 
new way-finding signage. The intent was to bring life to 1st Street’s 
“sea of asphalt” which was 64 feet from curb to curb and reclaim a 
portion of the public right of way for pedestrians. A parklet was also 
installed to provide another people-gathering place near several 
popular restaurants. Planters were chosen that incorporate a self-ir-
rigating system which increases the survivability of landscaping 
during the summer months. The materials, from the epoxy paint to 
the planters, are low-maintenance/sustainable in nature.

Maintenance of both the interim and ultimate streetscape plan 
within the City’s right of way are the responsibility of the Street 
Transportation Department, which includes pavement, curb, 
gutter, sidewalk, street lighting, parking meters, and utilities. Street 
landscaping within the right of way is watered and maintained 
by the City, whereas the landscaping behind the sidewalk and 
into private property is the property owners’ responsibility along 
their frontage, similar to Grand Avenue. Private property owners 
are responsible for the maintenance of any special streetscape 
hardscape or street furnishings, which includes: artwork, benches, 
bike racks, trash receptacles, or other improvements within the 
right of way with a revocable permit. 

Lessons Learned from 1st Street
Not only is it imperative to discuss maintenance at the design and 
construction stages, but having an actual Maintenance Agreement 
document signed by the partners agreeing to the long-term 

maintenance is also imperative. Document those hand-shake and 
verbal agreements so the public agency staff and/or private property 
owners are clear on who is responsible for specific tasks after the 
ribbon is cut. More detail is beneficial to the field maintenance crews, 
as opposed to agreements that have been too broad or too vague.

This project was one step closer towards the improvement of 1st 
Street to provide a better balance of the existing right of way. These 
interim improvements are a demonstration to help all stakeholders, 
including the City, better understand what works and what does not 
work in order to provide the best use of our public tax-payer dollars 
when the ultimate improvements are eventually designed and 
constructed...and MAINTAINED. 

Jenny L. Grote, P.E., PTOE has been employed by 
the City of Phoenix in the Street Transportation 
Department for more than 29 years. She spent most 
of her career in the Traffic Services Division until 
she was promoted two and a half years ago to 
Deputy Street Transportation Director over the 
Street Maintenance Division. Jenny received her 

bachelor of science in civil and environmental engineering from the 
University of Colorado, although she started her degree at the 
University of Utah. She is a registered Professional Engineer in 
Arizona and a certified Professional Traffic Operations Engineer. 
 Jenny also has 27 years of leadership experience in ITE: Arizona 
Section President in 1989–1990; Western District President in 1993–1994, 
International Director in 1997, 1998, and 1999; International President in 
2002; and Western District Administrator from 2004 to 2012. Jenny has 
the unique opportunity to serve another three-year term as International 
Director on the International Board. She is an ITE Fellow.
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1st Street parklet located near a popular Phoenix, AZ, USA restaurant. 
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